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Abstract
The objective of this thesis is to develop a vision-based navigation and control tech-
nique for quadrotor to operate in GPS-denied environments. The navigating tech-
nique has been developed while using Visual-Teach-and-Repeat (VT&R) method. This
method is qualitative where the position of the quadrotor is estimated based on a set
of reference images. These reference images are collected while taking the quadrotor
manually along a desired route. Each image, collected in the database, represents one
segment of the desired route. The features are extracted from these images using a
well-known method, Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) [1].
When the quadrotor is navigated along the desired route (repeat mode), the quadrotor
performs self-localization. Three methods of self-localization are presented. In method
I, the SURF features observed on the current image are matched with the SURF
features of the reference images to compute the probability value of each segment in
the desired route. The segment that provides the best probability value is chosen as
the current segment of the quadrotor. To improve the accuracy of localization, in the
method II, the condition of feature-size relation with spatial distance is imposed. In
the method III, the estimation of the current segment of the quadrotor is built on
Bayes’s rule.
Based on the appearance-based error of feature coordinates, the system computes
qualitative motion control commands (desired yaw and height) for the next movement
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in order to control the quadrotor to follow the desired route. This computation is
developed on Funnel Lane theory, which was originally proposed in [2], in order to
2D navigate ground vehicle following the desired route. The thesis extends it to
3D navigation for the quadrotor. Funnel Lane theory qualitatively defines possible
positions where the vehicle can fly straight by the constraints of features coordinates
between the current image and the reference image. If the quadrotor locates outside
the funnel lane, it will be navigated back to the funnel lane.
A nonlinear geometric controller has been developed to convert the motion control
commands, generated basing on VT&R technique, into control inputs necessary for
the four rotors in the quadrotor. The design of proposed controller is simplified by
concentrating on the errors of rotational matrix, instead of attempting to access the
errors of each degree of freedom.
The quadrotor for this thesis is chosen as the well-known AR.Drone model [3]. The
whole system is modeled and simulated in Gazebo simulator using Robot Operat-
ing System (ROS). Four image databases have been used for testing self-localization:
two databases around Engineering building of Memorial University of Newfoundland,
COLD database and New College database. With proposed VT&R technique, the
quadrotor is able to independently follow a long route without GPS-information or
the support from an external tracking system. The proposed system has a sim-
ple implementation, inexpensive computation and high potential for exploring and
searching-and-rescuing missions.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Overview
1.1 Introduction
In recent years, Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV), especially quadrotor type micro
aerial vehicles, has become one of the fastest developing technologies of unmanned
vehicles. Numerous commercial models of quadrotors [3, 5] have been produced by uti-
lizing advanced mechanical and electrical technologies in conjunction with accurate
sensor measurements and high-speed processing. Although quadrotor has demon-
strated unique potentials to replace humans performing difficult tasks [6, 7, 8, 9],
the widespread use of quadrotor in industries and commercials is still limited due to
numerous navigational issues. The utilization of Global Positioning System (GPS)
for localization and control does not satisfy the necessary requirements of fully au-
tonomous applications. GPS technology shows some unreliability and unavailability
in several specific environments such as indoor and in urban canyons.
Localization of quadrotor attempts to estimate the current position of quadrotor with
respect to a fixed coordinate system in the working environment. Basically, if the
initial position of quadrotor is defined, the measurements of traveling speeds over
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elapsed time and course can reveal the current position of quadrotor. The research
works, presented in [10, 11], apply dead-reckoning technique through visual odom-
etry on the camera of quadrotor. This technique can produce acceptable results
only for short-term operations due to experimental issues in cumulative errors and
measuring drifts. Combining these measurements with other external measurements
taken from a ground station [11] by an External Kalman Filter can improve the
accuracy of localization. However, the ability of independent operations of quadro-
tor is reduced. One of popular strategies, including both predicting and updating
step, is Simultaneous Localizing And Mapping (SLAM) technique. The SLAM tech-
nique has been implemented in quadrotors either laser-based [12, 13] or vision-based
[14, 15, 16]. Such implementations require considerable payload to carry exteroceptive
sensors and demand higher computational cost. Running SLAM filters in computa-
tionally and hardware constrained systems is expensive and limits the applications
in long term operations. Therefore, the practical applications of SLAM technique
on quadrotor need the support from ground vehicle [17] where most of computations
are performed. Sharing computations among multiple vehicles is considered in the
scheme of relative localization technique [18, 19, 20]. Although these kinds of sys-
tems have demonstrated practical applications to investigate indoor environment, the
working volume of quadrotor is limited to a restricted space defined by the maximum
measured distance from ground vehicles. Another class of techniques addresses the
problem of localization from computer vision. Processing an image feedback deter-
mines and tracks specific objects such as long and straight parallel lines [21], artificial
markers [22, 23]. The drawbacks of these techniques are the assumption of specific
working environments which should contain the tracked specific objects.
To fulfill both the requirements of the practical implementation and also to over-
come the limitations of above techniques, Visual Teach and Repeat (VT&R) tech-
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nique [24, 25, 26, 27, 28] emerges as one of effective solutions to enable quadrotor to
autonomously follow a desired route in GPS-denied environment. VT&R technique
can be considered as a simpler form of SLAM technique, which reduces the demand of
higher computational cost and complexity in implementation. Navigating while com-
paring reference images along the route, VT&R technique does not show the global
consistent problem as in dead-reckoning technique.
As implied in the name, VT&R technique consists of two phases: learning phase
and replaying phase. In the learning phase, quadrotor is controlled by users (using
joystick, keyboard, teleoperation) along a desired route to collect numerous reference
images, which become the database of the desired route. In the replaying phase,
quadrotor will compare the current image, reflecting the environment at the moment,
with the reference images, reflecting the environment in the past, in order to produce
appropriate motions.
The advantages and practical applications of VT&R technique can be listed:
• Independent operation: The vehicle can work independently by itself in GPS-
denied environment without the supports and connections from other vehicles
or external tracking system for updating information and rectification.
• Reusable database of the desired route: The database of the desired route can
be reused to navigate other vehicles in condition that the changes of working
environment is trivial as long as the camera configurations of both vehicles are
reasonably similar. Additionally, the database of the desired route can also be
updated when the vehicle performs route following.
• Visual-guiding: VT&R technique is developed on the comparison between the
current image and the reference images, which helps to navigate and guide
the vehicle in surveillance operation, delivery, remote inspection and other au-
3
Figure 1.1: Learning Phase and Replaying Phase of VT&R aerial system
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tonomous tasks without the information of GPS measurement.
• Visual-homing: One of VT&R applications aims to guide the vehicle back to
the start position basing on the available set of reference images. Especially in
ground-aerial multi-vehicle systems [20], the aerial vehicle is tracked by a sensor
system, which is placed on the ground vehicle. When the aerial vehicle needs
to exceed its working-area limit, VT&R technique can navigate it back to the
ground vehicle. Additionally, VT&R system can play a contingency plan in case
of lost connection with the ground vehicle.
If the VT&R systems are classified by the calculating approach of motion control com-
mands, two general strategies have been developed for VT&R system: quantitative
approach [27][24] and qualitative approach [26][2].
• The quantitative or pose-based approach reconstructs the position of the vehicle,
the detected landmarks and the desired route in the same global coordinate
frame basing on the current image and a set of reference images. Although
the robustness of the route-following technique can be achieved, the quantita-
tive approach still shows higher computational cost. These properties become
disadvantageous for some specific systems, such as micro aerial vehicles, which
possess strict constraint of energy consumption or consider VT&R as secondary
plan for visual homing. Hence, this technique is limited to travel within short
distances.
• The qualitative or appearance-based approach is an appearance-based approach
which navigates on the qualitative comparison between the current image and
the reference images. In qualitative approach, navigation is simply performed
by comparing the current image with the reference image. Self-localization (or
place recognition) firstly defines which image in database of the desired route
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is appropriate for navigation. After that, basing on the coordinate alternation
of features between two images, motion control commands are produced to
navigate the vehicle to follow the desired route.
Compared to the quantitative approach, the qualitative approach demonstrates more
advantages in computational cost, convenient in implementation as well as the low
demand in energy consumption. These properties will become considerable benefits
in controlling quadrotor aerial vehicle, which normally encountering the limitation of
working time, payload, and reliable measurement for localization.
1.2 Problem Statement
The objective of the thesis is to design and develop qualitative VT&R navigation
technique on quadrotor. The model of quadrotor is Ar.Drone [3], equipped with single,
forward-looking camera, Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) and altimeter. The design
of qualitative VT&R system is a combination of three different parts: self-localization,
qualitative motion control command, and controller:
Figure 1.2: The block diagram of proposed qualitative VT&R aerial system
• Self-localization: The task of self-localization is to define which segment of the
desired route, where quadrotor is locating. Appropriate image in the database
of the desired route is loaded as reference for navigation. Self-localization is
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developed on matched Speeded-Up Robust Features (SURF) features and the
relation between spatial distance and the size of feature.
• Qualitative motion control command: Comparing the current image and the
loaded reference image, qualitative motion control command part is developed to
calculate the desired yaw angle and the desired height for the next movement. It
is developed on Funnel Lane theory, developed in [2] for ground vehicles. Funnel
Lane theory defines directly possible positions of quadrotor to fly straight, fly
up, fly down, turn left and turn right while observing multiple landmark features
that are extracted from the image feedback.
• Controller : The controller converts the motion control commands of the de-
sired yaw and height, generated by qualitative motion control command part,
into control inputs necessary for the four rotors in quadrotor. The controller
is designed using nonlinear geometric control theory. The proposed design of
the controller can directly calculate the control signals on the exact errors of
rotational matrix without linear-approximating step in order to preserve the
underlying geometric dynamic properties of the system.
1.3 Contribution
The contribution of the thesis has following aspects:
• The thesis has been able to develop VT&R based navigation technique for
quadrotor aerial vehicle in order to work in GPS-denied environment.
• The thesis advances the state of the art in monocular visual self-localization.
Three methods of self-localization are proposed by utilizing a number of matched
SURF features, and the feature-size relation with spatial distance. Validations
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of three proposed methods are conducted on four databases, collected by the
author and by other research groups. The proposed methods can be applied
into solving place recognition as well as image retrieval problem.
• Qualitative motion control command system is developed based on the coor-
dinate changes of the matched features. Funnel Lane theory (proposed by the
work [2]) is adapted and expanded into 3D for computing the appropriate motion
control commands for the next movement.
• Nonlinear geometric controller is employed in VT&R system to develop a con-
troller for the quadrotor. The controller is modeled using Bond-Graph modeling
method and 20Sim simulation program.
• The proposed design of VT&R aerial system is implemented in Robot Operating
System (ROS) [29] for simulations and real-time experiments.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The thesis consists of 6 chapters:
• Chapter 1 introduces about the VT&R technique as well as its advantages and
disadvantages. The qualitative approach shows more considerable advantages
than the quantitative approach when applied into quadrotor aerial vehicle. The
objective and some contributions of the thesis are defined.
• Chapter 2 summarizes the main works related to the three main problems ad-
dressed in this thesis: self-localization, motion control command generation and
the quadrotor controller.
• Chapter 3 assesses the problem of self-localization. Three methods are proposed
and analyzed in order to improve the estimation of the current segment in the
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desired route. Experimental validations are conducted with offline and online
processing.
• Chapter 4 describes the design of qualitative motion control command part.
Funnel Lane theory is used to present the geometric relation between the matched
landmark features and possible positions where quadrotor can fly straight. Funnel-
lane 3D motion control algorithm is proposed for computing the appropriate
motion control commands for the next movement during the replaying phase.
• Chapter 5 mentions about the controller part of quadrotor, which converts the
motion control commands into control inputs necessary for the four rotors in
quadrotor. The controller part is developed by nonlinear geometric control
theory. The controller is designed and tested by bond-graph modeling method
and 20Sim simulator before implementing into the VT&R system.
• Chapter 6 presents some conclusion and future work.
Besides, some publications of the research is attached in the appendix:
• Trung Nguyen, George K. I. Mann and Raymond G. Gosine, "Vision-Based
Qualitative Path-Following Control of Quadrotor Aerial Vehicle", The Interna-
tional Conference on Unmanned Aircraft Systems, 2014, Florida, USA. (Ap-
pendix 1)
• Trung Nguyen, George K. I. Mann and Raymond G. Gosine, "Vision-Based
Qualitative Path-Following Control of Quadrotor Aerial Vehicle with Speeded-
Up Robust Features", The Conference on Computer and Robot Vision, 2014,
Quebec, Canada. (Appendix 2)
• Trung Nguyen, George K. I. Mann and Raymond G. Gosine, "Vision-Based 3D
Navigation Technique for Quadrotor Aerial Vehicle in Path Following Missions",
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The 22nd Annual Newfoundland Electrical and Computer Engineering Confer-
ence, 2013, St.John’s, Newfoundland, Canada.
• Trung Nguyen, George K. I. Mann and Raymond G. Gosine, "A Study on Non-
linear Trajectory Control of Quadrotor Aerial Vehicles", The 21st Annual New-
foundland Electrical and Computer Engineering Conference, 2012, St.John’s,
Newfoundland, Canada.
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Chapter 2
Related Works
About this chapter: This chapter summarizes the main works related to the three
main problems addressed in this thesis. These include: self-localization, motion con-
trol command generation and quadrotor controller. The chapter mainly focuses on
vision-based approaches used to address these problems.
2.1 Self-localization
Self-localization is the problem of finding the position of the vehicle in an environment.
For quadrotor platforms, this problem is harder because of the dynamic nature of the
platform [30]. To solve this problem, the following main methods are reported in
literature.
2.1.1 External Tracking System
In outdoor settings, GPS is a viable solution for the problem. But as reference [24]
points out, GPS systems suffer from poor accuracies and unavailability in certain
environments such as indoors, and urban canyons. Therefore, GPS is not suitable to
support autonomous tasks performed by the quadrotor, such as visual inspection and
11
navigation in cluttered environments.
Most of quadrotor trajectory control applications in GPS-denied settings uses an ex-
ternal tracking system such as VICONTM motion capture system [5, 31, 32, 33]. The
system allows to simultaneously track multiple quadrotors with sub millimeter local-
ization accuracies at typical update rates of ∼ 300Hz [5]. This localization precision
allows an implementation of aggressive flight path controllers, producing accurate ref-
erence tracking [5]. Solutions based on static external tracking systems are impractical
in real-life surveillance and exploration tasks, due to the demanding infrastructure and
investment required for enabling a static external tracking system covering the whole
surveillance region. Furthermore, in applications such as disaster relief [34], the use
of a static external tracking systems is impossible.
To overcome the limitations associated with static systems like VICONTM, the refer-
ences [18, 19, 20] attempt to set up the external tracking system on mobile vehicles.
The external tracking system will include numerous sensor nodes to track the posi-
tion of quadrotor, while each node is placed on a small mobile vehicle. The approach
is recognized as the relative localization technique. The approach can be expanded
to other unmanned vehicles for exploration and search-and-rescue applications. For
example, in Intelligent Systems Lab, Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science,
Memorial University of Newfoundland, a relative localization approach is developed
in ground-aerial vehicles [20] to perform mapping, visual inspection in indoor envi-
ronments. However, the working area of quadrotor is still limited by the measurable
distance of the ground vehicle.
2.1.2 Dead Reckoning
Knowing the initial position as well as traveling speeds over elapsed time and course,
the vehicle can estimate its current position. This type of localization is termed
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dead reckoning. The dead-reckoning systems would inherently accumulate errors over
time, which makes its estimation unreliable after a particular time period has elapsed.
Therefore, this strategy is effective only for a short distance of traveling. For long
term operations, it needs a reference point to correct the cumulative errors in its
estimated current position. For example, in underwater applications [35], the dead-
reckoning system of the vehicle is corrected when the vehicle surfaces to acquire a
GPS measurement. In quadrotor applications, dead reckoning is mainly performed
by optical flow detection with an onboard vision sensor [11, 10]. In [11], dead reckoning
is fused with other measurements from ultrasound and IMU by an Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF) to improve the estimation of current position. There is a growing area
of research on performing dead-reckoning using image sensors. This is termed visual
odometry. In visual odometry, the features between successive images are matched to
solve the problem of finding the camera pose. This provides better accuracies than
conventional optical flow systems. However, all methods which are conceptually based
only on odometry, accumulate localization error over time. Therefore, dead reckoning
is only applicable for quadrotor platforms for short periods of time.
2.1.3 Simultaneous Localizing and Mapping (SLAM)
SLAM is proposed as another solution to estimate the position of the vehicle [15, 17,
16, 36, 37]. The vehicle can localize itself by building up and updating the map of the
environment, and simultaneously determining its relative position in the environment.
SLAM employs the exteroceptive sensor data observed in the working environment
during navigation. In order to fully capture the working environment, visual SLAM
[14, 15, 16], has received much scientific consideration as a viable SLAM solution for
quadrotors. Visual SLAM senses visual landmarks of the environment, and attempts
to reconstruct all landmarks and quadrotor positions in a common global frame of
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reference. This method is a development from 2D [38] to 3D SLAM [17]. Although
SLAM allows a quadrotor to independently work in exploration missions, this strat-
egy is not effective in the absence of a powerful sensory system. SLAM demands
higher energy, computational power and sometime requires offline reconstruction [25].
The time-consuming computational processes prevents SLAM from some applications,
which require high traveling velocity of the quadrotor. Additionally, requiring mas-
sive computational resources makes SLAM ineffective when investigating large-scale
areas and following a long route. As a result, the SLAM strategy on quadrotors is
mostly applied to investigate small constrained areas in limited periods of time. For
example, in [17][34], quadrotor is operated with a ground vehicle and only used to
map small areas, where the ground vehicle can not reach. The processing of SLAM
is performed on the ground vehicle after receiving essential data from the quadrotor
through wireless communication.
Some studies simplify the localization and mapping problem by establishing the map
prior to localization. In [39], the environment is represented by a map of carefully
placed markers in the environment. Localization of the quadrotor is performed by
detecting the markers which are placed at known positions, by using the downward
looking camera of the quadrotor. These approaches produce highly accurate results,
and is mainly used as benchmarking methods to evaluate SLAM algorithms [39].
Therefore, these approaches are not applicable in practical environments where artifi-
cial marker placement is not viable and landmark locations are not known in advance.
2.1.4 Self-localization in VT&R Methods
VT&R technique uses a database of a desired route to self-localize the quadrotor
before computing suitable motion control commands. Therefore, it does not use arti-
ficial markers and known landmark positions of the environment to perform localiza-
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tion. Alternatively, it stores a set of reference images to use for localization, which is
practical for many environments that the quadrotor operates. In VT&R techniques,
the self-localization is performed using two main approaches. One is a pose-based
approach, where the quadrotor estimates its full pose relative to the reference im-
age in the database. The second method is an appearance-based approach where the
quadrotor only estimates its current segment. Additionally, self-localization in VT&R
also needs a method to perform transition between two successive segments, i.e., the
quadrotor reaches the end of the current segment, it should determine when to load
the reference image of the next segment, in order to continuously navigate quadrotor
to follow the desired route.
2.1.4.1 Pose-based Approach
Works, reported in [27, 25, 24, 40, 41, 42], are examples of pose-based VT&R sys-
tems. In these methods, the relative pose between the current image frame and the
reference image frame is estimated based on matched features between these images.
The shortest relative pose determines the appropriate reference image to be used for
navigation. The initialization is performed using all reference images in order to define
the initial position of the vehicle. This is a highly computationally expensive task.
Then self-localization is performed using few reference images (2 or 3) for the tran-
sition between two successive segments [43, 27]. As a result, the time of calculation
is considerably decreased when the vehicle is following the desired route. However,
the ability to handle kidnapped-robot scenarios and recovery from considerable de-
viations from the desire route is reduced. The work in [28] uses visual odometry to
estimate the quadrotor current pose, which is compared with the reference poses of
the desired route for localization. Instead of using the reference images, the method
uses the reference poses to overcome the memory consumption problem.
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Due to the computational cost of the pose-based approach, in some studies, the cal-
culation is performed on a ground station (desktop) before sending the motion com-
mands to quadrotor [43]. The limitations of the quadrotor hardware do not allow the
onboard calculation. Although the pose-based approaches show good performance in
terms of self-localization, the estimation still requires high computational cost when
simultaneously processing many reference images to find the pose and the reference
image. Additionally, the pose-based approaches require calibrated cameras and scale
factor estimation for metric localization within a segment.
2.1.4.2 Appearance-based Approach
A simpler approach for self-localization in VT&R systems is to use appearance-based
methods. Appearance-based approach does not use camera parameters, or attempts
to extract exact pose of the platform, rather it estimates the segment where the
quadrotor is operating. This information is sufficient to implement appearance-based
controllers to navigate the quadrotor in the desired route.
Most of the proposed methods such as [44, 45, 46] use matched features to determine
the current segment of the vehicle. These methods heavily rely on reliable feature-
matching results for self-localization. Therefore, the development of the feature de-
tection and matching techniques has received much attention as means of improving
self-localization in VT&R systems. Work, reported in [44], aims at optimizing the
combination of feature detection methods and feature descriptor methods. Although
this improves the performance of feature matching, the practical applicability of the
method is questionable, due to the absence of the validation of the uncommon feature-
detection methods used in different environments such as indoor scenarios. Majdik
et al [45] propose to produce a virtual view of the current image using an image
database, in order to improve the performance of the feature-matching step. This
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work reports validation of this strategy for outdoor scenarios by using the Google-
Street-View database to generate the virtual view.
Another problem faced by VT&R self-localization modules is developing robust meth-
ods for automatic transition between two successive segments. The works, described in
[47, 48, 49], propose to set a switching threshold for Mean Square Error (MSE) of fea-
ture coordinates in the images, which tends to decrease when the vehicle moves closely
to the reference image. The simple method satisfies the requirement of the transi-
tion without consuming much computation. In work reported in [2], the probability
computation of the transition between two successive segments consists of multiple
information sources (i.e. matched features, distance traveled and heading angle). Ac-
curate and robust performances along different long routes have been demonstrated
using this method. The self-localization is performed using Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi
(KLT) features, which are sensitive with the ambient lighting, rotation and scale of
the viewpoint. This method cannot be directly employed in quadrotor applications
because the odometric measures used to locate the vehicle in the segment are highly
unreliable. However, the study suggests that the use of multiple sources to sup-
port transition significantly improves the self-localization capability of vehicles. As
improved models of the transition computation, the references use Bayes filter [50],
Kalman filter [51] or Markov filter [52]. Here, the estimation of self-localization highly
depends on the estimation of the previous location and the accuracy of traveling mea-
surements. The estimating errors, which occur in previous estimation, can not be
fixed in the current estimation.
The work in [46] self-localizes the vehicle on matched Scale-Invariant Feature Trans-
form (SIFT) features of omnidirectional camera images. The relation between SIFT
feature size and spatial distance is used in the computation of the location probability
values using a Bayes filter. The approach produces very good results, and is compared
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with the method of using average percentage of matched features so as to validate its
performance. The method is a viable solution to improve image transition in VT&R
systems. It should be adopted to quadrotor systems such as the Ar.Drone model
which do not have the capability of omnidirectional visual perception. The method,
reported in [46], motivates this thesis to apply the feature-size relation with spatial
distance to improve self-localization of the quadrotor.
Besides using matched features, Dame and Marchand [53], are interested in mutual en-
tropy information between the current image and the reference images to perform the
transition between two successive segments. This method can overcome the problems
of occlusions and illumination variations. Nevertheless, the appearance of unexpected
obstacles and the significant changes of environment negatively effect the accuracy.
The method is performed in condition of 2D variation of camera rotation, which does
not show potentials for 3D applications.
To summarize, self-localization in VT&R systems can be solved using appearance-
based approaches. The most crucial system components are the feature detection,
matching, and the method used for transition between two successive segments. These
components should be properly designed to suit the specific limitations and complex-
ities faced by quadrotor platforms. For the purpose of inheritance, the matched
features generated during the self-localization step can be reused to compute mo-
tion control commands and obstacle avoidance. The next section discusses viable
approaches to generate motion control commands after self-localization.
2.2 Motion Control Command
After performing self-localization, VT&R systems calculate the motion control com-
mands (velocity commands) to control the quadrotor to reach the end of the segment
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and eventually follow the desired route. This section discusses both pose-based and
appearance-based approaches for motion-control-command generation.
2.2.1 Pose-based Approach
Self-localization with a pose-based approach provides the current pose of the quadrotor
with respect to reference image frames. The metric positional errors between the
current quadrotor frame and the reference image frame are easily computed in pose-
based methods. Classical method such as Proportional-Integral-Derivative (PID) [5,
27, 28] is applied to control the quadrotor reach desired positions. However, the PID
controller is susceptible to overshoot and exhibits instability particularly in vision-
based control methods.
Work in reference [31], focuses on trajectory generation (or path planning) to smoothly
reach the desired position while producing small reference errors for the PID to track.
Optimal trajectory is computed based on considering the constraints of four rotors,
flight time and the working environments. Advanced solutions proposed in [54, 55, 56,
56] apply Model Predictive Control (MPC) for motion-control-command generation.
MPC position control has a prediction model, and system constraint information to
assist the generation of optimal trajectories to reach the desired position. This can
also incorporate obstacle avoidance which is important in practical applications. It
is crucial that the method of motion-control-command generation is selected so as to
satisfy onboard processing on quadrotors.
2.2.2 Appearance-based Approach
Appearance-based methods directly use the image feedback in order to generate mo-
tion control commands without explicitly estimating the position of the quadrotor.
The motion-control-command generation is performed using specific features of the
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image. For example, Bills et al [21] classify the type of indoor environment for quadro-
tor to perform autonomous flying. Using perspective cues appearing on single image
feedback, the desired direction is estimated to keep the quadrotor following corridors
and staircases of buildings, containing numerous long and straight parallel lines. The
work in [57] applies the visual object tracking technique for the generation of quadro-
tor motion control commands. Processing the image feedback from forward-looking
camera, the Ar.Drone quadrotor model is controlled to detect and track objects such
as humans and cars. These methods address the problem of the motion-control-
command generation through computer vision approaches with the assumption of
specific and well-structure environments and conditions. In VT&R techniques, the
environment is captured in the learning phase, and thus need not be well-structured
or well-constrained to support autonomous navigation.
The works in [47, 2] propose Funnel Lane theory in order to command a ground vehi-
cle follow the desired route. The method first qualitatively defines possible positions,
where the vehicle can go straight, by the constraints of feature coordinates between
the current image and the reference image. The generation of motion control com-
mands is based on funnel-lane guided motion. If the vehicle locates itself outside the
funnel lane, it will be commanded back to the funnel lane. Robust performance and
inexpensive calculation motivate the thesis to apply this strategy into quadrotor nav-
igation. However, the calculation of motion control commands needs to be extended
for 3D cases.
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2.3 Quadrotor Controller
2.3.1 Quadrotor Dynamic Modeling
The controller of the quadrotor receives motion control commands, which are used to
produce the desired angular velocities for each rotor. Analyzing the motions of the
quadrotor, the dynamic model has four inputs (thrust of the rotors), but contains six
outputs (translational and rotational degrees of freedom). Thus, the quadrotor can be
classified as an under-actuated system. The dynamic model exhibits highly nonlinear
behaviors due to the aerodynamic effects and the 3D dynamics of the quadrotor.
The first step to design a quadrotor controller is building its dynamic model. Com-
monly used methods for modeling are Euler-Lagrange [58] and Newton-Euler [59],
which finally produce a set of complicated nonlinear equations. Simplification steps
are required to eliminate unnecessary elements such as rotational drag forces, blade
flapping, surrounding wind velocities, and mechanical-electrical structure of motor.
These assumptions are acceptable in an ideal working condition and advantageous for
simulation. Conversely, these two methods find it difficult to expand to more compli-
cated mechanical structures of the quadrotor such as small manipulators assembled
on the quadrotor [60]. At this point, bond-graph modeling method [61] is considered.
Bond-graph method is a graphically natural representation of a physical dynamic sys-
tem. By generating equations in a systematic way as well as numerically integrating
them, bond-graph method finds it more convenient for modeling complicated sys-
tem. The thesis will apply bond-graph method to model quadrotor’s motions, test
the controller and simulate on 20Sim software.
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2.3.2 Quadrotor Controller Designs
The design of a typical quadrotor controller follows the cascade architecture with two
control layers [30]: position control and attitude control. Attitude controller is placed
at a lower layer to control the quadrotor rotational angles (Roll - Pitch - Yaw), while
position controller is placed at a higher level to manage trajectory control, position
control or velocity control. Therefore, the higher level controller is equivalent to the
motion-control-command generator in VT&R systems.
Starting from the linearization and simplification of a complicated dynamic model,
PID control is applied into controlling position and attitude [5]. Six PID controllers
should be used to control travel in X, Y, Z directions and Roll - Pitch - Yaw an-
gles. This simple method is sufficient for simple applications [62] as well as possibly
aggressive manoeuvres with support of a VICONTM motion capture system [5]. As
improvements, optimizing PID controller’s gains is studied to enable quadrotor work-
ing in more complex conditions [63]. Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) is proposed
as a design to control the full dynamic model using state feedback [64]. MPC con-
troller [54, 55] shows potential to improve the performance of quadrotor controller by
incorporating system constraints and accurate system prediction models. The output
control efforts of MPC controller include the control actions according to the predic-
tion of the future events, as well as optimizing steps basing on the quadrotor system
constraints such as motor constraints. Nevertheless, MPC controller consumes con-
siderable computational resources, which limits its applicability in onboard computers
of quadrotors.
These above designs of controllers overcome the complication introduced by the non-
linearity of the quadrotor system model, by taking linear approximation and approxi-
mation of the underlying geometric properties of quadrotor. As an improved solution,
T. Lee [65] proposes to apply geometric control theory in the design of quadrotor con-
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troller. Geometric control theory [66], a coordinate-free control approach, converts
the difficult problem of quadrotor control design into a straightforward linear prob-
lem. The nonlinear geometric controller concentrates on the errors of the rotational
matrix, instead of attempting to access the errors of each degree of freedom as in
PID controllers. Therefore, the controller structure is simple enough to implement
into the embedded systems of the quadrotor. This work motivates the thesis to apply
geometric control theory in VT&R system.
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Chapter 3
Self-localization
About this chapter: The first section 3.1 describes initial notations. SURF features
are chosen for navigation, which is explained in section 3.2. The thesis proposes
three methods of self-localization (section 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5). Section 3.6 provides the
experimental validations with offline and online processing.
Figure 3.1: Two phases of VT&R aerial system: learning phase and replaying phase
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3.1 Visual-Teach-and-Repeat Aerial System
The VT&R aerial system is equipped with monocular forward-looking camera that
can be found in numerous other commercial and research quadrotor models [44, 3, 39].
Each reference image represents for one segment of the desired route as in Fig. 3.1.
Some notations used in the thesis are presented as follows.
Ψ is the desired route of VT&R system.
{Segs|s ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}} are several continuous segments constructing the desired
route Ψ.
IRefs is the reference image of the segment s in the desired route,
{IRefs |s ∈ {1, 2, ..., n+ 1}}.
IC is the current image of quadrotor.
FRefs,j is the jth feature detected in the reference image IRefs .
FRefs+1,j is the jth feature detected in the reference image I
Ref
s+1 .
FCj is the jth feature detected in the current image IC .
PRefs is the position snapshot of the reference image IRefs .
PRefs+1 is the position snapshot of the reference image IRefs+1 .
PC is the current position of quadrotor for IC .
The VT&R system is built on the observation of visual landmarks in the working
environment. These visual landmarks appear as interest points (or features) on the
image plane. These features are detected and matched between the current image and
the reference images. In order to receive useful features, the landmark should contain
following properties:
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• Being stationary and repeatable in the working environment for both
learning phase and replaying phase: Landmarks on moving objects such
as other vehicles and humans should not become observed features. It is very
complicated to navigate basing on these dynamic features. The feature matching
technique can possibly reject the unwanted features of moving objects. However,
fully rejecting the unwanted features of moving objects become an interesting
topic to study. Additionally, the features should appear in both phases of VT&R
technique. If some features only appear in the replaying phase, these features
will possibly present landmark on obstacle.
• Being robust in case of different lighting and visual noise: The changes
of working environment between the learning phase and the replaying phase are
inevitable. However, when considering the changes of ambient lighting and the
effects of noise, the landmark should be still robust enough for the vehicle to
detect and to match its features.
• Being distinctive in the working environment: Because of the difference
of the heading angles, the features detected in both the current image and the
reference images should present only one landmark.
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3.2 Feature Detection and Matching
3.2.1 Speeded-Up Robust Features
Scale- and rotation-invariant feature detectors, such as Speeded-Up Robust Features
(SURF)[1] and Scale-Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)[4] features, have recently
demonstrated their useful applications in computer vision as well as robotic technolo-
gies. Although the SIFT features are capable of matching features across multiple
images and invariant to the large scale changes, SIFT feature calculation is compara-
tively slow. Thus, the use of SIFT features is inappropriate for real-time applications
such as online SLAM and visual odometry.
Generally, feature detection accesses the scale-space processing through image pyra-
mid to reach the scale-invariant property of features. The scale-space consists of many
octaves, where an octave contains many levels according to the increasing or decreas-
ing of the scale σ values (Fig. 3.3). With multiple values of scaling σ parameters,
Laplacian of Gaussian method (LoG), a scale-space filtering, is performed for differ-
ent octaves to define local maxima across scale and space. In order to cope with the
high computational cost associated with LoG, SIFT feature detection approximates
LoG with Difference of Gaussians (DoG) (Fig. 3.2). And then these local maxima
are defined by comparing one pixel in an image with its 8 neighbors, 9 pixels in the
next level and 9 pixels in the previous level. These defined local maxima need to pass
an evaluation step to become scale-invariant features. As a result, the approach of
SIFT feature detection still requires large savings in memory to store the entire image
pyramid. The advent of SURF features is partly inspired by the requirement of a
speeded-up version for SIFT features. H. Bay et al [1] use Hessian box filter to ap-
proximate LoG (Fig. 3.3) in the support of integral images. More details about SURF
and SIFT features can be found in the work, presented in [1] and [4] respectively.
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Figure 3.2: The scale-space filtering is performed in the approximation of LoG with
DoG in SIFT feature detection [4]
Figure 3.3: The approximation of LoG with Box filter in SURF feature detection [1]
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The processing steps of SURF feature detection are summarized as follows:
• Step 1: The integral image [67] is computed to utilize the fast computation of
the Hessian box filters.
• Step 2: The scale-space is divided into many octaves where an octave is defined
as a series of filters as in Fig. 3.4. This approach allows the simultaneously
processing of multiple levels in the scale-space pyramid without subsampling the
image. The determinant response map is computed up to a certain scale-space
level with the use of determinant of Hessian matrix, and then scale-normalized.
Figure 3.4: The construction of scale-space according to SURF feature detection [1].
The scale-space is represented by 3 octaves with different filter side lengths
• Step 3: With these determinant response maps, non-maximal suppression in a
3× 3× 3 neighborhood is performed to localize interest points in the image.
• Step 4: As the scaling difference between the first levels of every octave is
relatively large, the scale-space interpolation of the nearby data is performed to
provide SURF features at the correct scaling value σ.
• Step 5: The orientation of each SURF feature is defined by the use of Haar
Transforms [1].
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In the view of VT&R aerial vehicle design, the scale-invariant and rotation-invariant
properties of SURF features provide considerable benefits as quadrotor maneuvers in
3D and is subjected to image noise and viewpoint disparity. The work [46] proposes
to use SIFT features for the VT&R ground system. Although SIFT and SURF fea-
tures have the same principals in terms of the definitions, SURF features show faster
calculation than SIFT features, and still can satisfy the accuracy and stability for
self-localization of the quadrotor. The scale-space representation of the SURF fea-
tures [1, 68, 69, 70] is approximately estimated to decrease the average calculational
time. Besides these advantages, another noticeable property of SURF feature is the
relation between spatial distance and the feature size (or scale). When the vehicle
moves closely to the landmarks, the size of the landmark features tends to increase.
For example, the position snapshot of IC locates between the position snapshot of
IRefs and the position snapshot of I
Ref
s+1 as in Fig. 3.5. Matched features of IC should
have larger size than the features of IRefs but smaller size than the features of I
Ref
s+1 .
Therefore, this thesis has chosen SURF features for the VT&R aerial system.
Figure 3.5: The SURF feature size relation with spatial distance
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Figure 3.6: Test the feature-size relation on images from New College Database.
LEFT: IRefs , RIGHT: IC
3.2.2 Binary Robust Independent Elementary Feature
After detecting SURF features in the current image and the reference images, feature
matching can be performed by SURF feature descriptors. However, the descriptor
of SURF features is still calculated in the form of floating-point numbers as well as
contains 64-dim descriptor vector. As a result, the memory footprint of one SURF
descriptor requires at least 256 bytes. Considering computational capabilities of the
embedded systems on the quadrotor, the use of SURF descriptor will take consider-
able memory for thousands or hundreds of features. Hence, the thesis proposes to
use Binary Robust Independent Elementary Feature (BRIEF) descriptor in order to
improve the efficient computation of matching feature step [71, 72].
BRIEF descriptor is one of many binary descriptors, which considering the statistical
properties of image region around the detected feature to perform feature matching.
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BRIEF descriptor has shown fast computation and compact presentation. Addition-
ally, its processing is simple to implement. To summarize, the processing steps of
BRIEF descriptor are presented:
• Step 1 (Pre-processing): Prior to computing BRIEF descriptors, the image patch
is smoothed against noise by gaussian or box filter. Notably, if this step has
been performed when detecting SURF feature, it can be skipped.
• Step 2 (Binary Feature Descriptor Extraction): Points p1, p2 are randomly se-
lected in the region around the feature, which is detected by other feature de-
tection technique such as SURF, SIFT. A test τ(p1, p2) is computed [71]:
τ(p1, p2) :=

1, ifI(p1) < I(p2)
0, otherwise
(3.1)
The BRIEF descriptor dn is computed in the form of the n-dimensional bit
string with n ∈ {128, 256, 512} [71]:
dn :=
n∑
i=1
2i−1τ(pi1, pi2) (3.2)
• Step 3 (Binary Descriptor Matching): After computing BRIEF descriptors for all
features by step 2, the matching between these BRIEF descriptors is performed
by Hamming distance [73].
Each segment of the desired route is represented by the reference image as in Fig.
3.1. Image processing for feature detection, feature description and feature matching
is performed in the support of OpenCV library [74]. Self-localization is performed by
analyzing the reference images to determine the current segment where the quadrotor
is locating. Three methods of self-localization are proposed as follows:
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• Method I (section 3.3) is a traditional method, which uses matches of the SURF
features in the current image with the SURF features in the reference images
to compute the probability value of each segment in the desired route. The
segment receives the best probability value of matched features will be chosen
as the current segment.
• Method II (section 3.4) a development of method I in the additional use of
the SURF feature-size relation with spatial distance for outlier rejection when
matching SURF features.
• Method III (section 3.5) is an adaptation and implementation of self-localization
method, proposed in [46], in case of monocular front camera. In other words,
the difference between method III and method II is at the probability model of
calculation following Bayesian probability inference.
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3.3 Method I
Normally, self-localization is popularly performed by comparing the number of matched
features between the current image and the reference images [44, 45, 46]. After match-
ing SURF features between images by its descriptors, the results contains considerable
incorrect matches. Some filtering methods of outlier rejection are employed in order
to provide the reliable matched features for self-localization. One of filtering meth-
ods is RANdom SAmple Consensus (RANSAC), which eliminates incorrect feature
matches by finding homographies between two images [75]. Matching SURF features
of method I is presented step by step as follows:
Algorithm 1: Matching features of method I
Input: {FCj }, {FRefs,j }, IC and {IRefs,j }
Output: Matching SURF Feature Result: {FM,3∗s,j }
1 Calculate Descriptor: {FCj .descriptor} and {FRefs,j .descriptor};
2 Match feature descriptors between {FCj .descriptor} and {FRefs,j .descriptor} in
order to produce {FM,1s,j };
3 Eliminate incorrect matched results by its distance (in feature space) to have
{FM,2s,j }: {FM,1s,j .distance} > 0.5 ∗Mean({FM,1s,j .distance}) ;
4 RANSAC feature filtering of {FM,2s,j } to have {FM,3∗s,j };
SURF features of IC are matched with those of IRefs to have {FM,3∗s,j } and {FRefs,j }.
SURF features of IC are matched with those of IRefs+1 to have {FM,3∗s+1,j} and {FRefs+1,j}. The
probability calculation of self-localization is performed by Eq. 3.3 in order to estimate
the segment where the vehicle is locating. The segment receiving the maximum value
of percent estimation will provide its reference image for navigation.
MethodI{Segs} = 12
{FM,3∗s,j }
{FRefs,j }
+
{FM,3∗s+1,j}
{FRefs+1,j}
 (3.3)
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3.4 Method II
Method II intends to improve method I while using additional condition of the relation
between spatial distance and the size of feature. Some incorrect features are eliminated
in term of this feature-size relation. It means that the {FCj } has larger size than
{FRefs,j } but smaller size than {FRefs+1,j} as in Fig. 3.5. Reasonably, {FRefs,j } and {FRefs+1,j}
are detected at the start position and the end position of the segment. Any features
of {FCj } should have the value of size between these constraints. Matching SURF
feature of method II is presented as in algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Matching features of method II
Input: {FCj }, {FRefs,j }, IC and {IRefs,j }
Output: Matching SURF Feature Result: {FM,4s,j }
1 Calculate Descriptor: {FCj .descriptor} and {FRefs,j .descriptor};
2 Match feature descriptors between {FCj .descriptor} and {FRefs,j .descriptor} in
order to produce {FM,1s,j };
3 Eliminate incorrect matched results by its distance (in feature space) to have
{FM,2s,j }: {FM,1s,j .distance} > 0.5 ∗Mean({FM,1s,j .distance}) ;
4 Check the feature-size relation with spatial distance to have {FM,3s,j }:
{FM,2s,j .size} >= {FRefs,j .size} (or {FM,2s+1,j.size} <= {FRefs+1,j.size}) ;
5 RANSAC feature filtering of {FM,3s,j } to have {FM,4s,j };
SURF features of IC are matched with those of IRefs to have {FM,4s,j } and {FRefs,j }.
SURF features of IC are matched with those of IRefs+1 to have {FM,4s+1,j} and {FRefs+1,j}.
Then, the probability calculation of self-localization is performed by Eq. 3.4 in order
to estimate the segment of vehicle location. The segment receiving the maximum
value of percent estimation becomes the segment where the vehicle is locating.
MethodII{Segs} = 12
{FM,4s,j }
{FRefs,j }
+
{FM,4s+1,j}
{FRefs+1,j}
 (3.4)
Results of matching SURF feature step-by-step is presented in Fig. 3.10.
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Figure 3.7: Results of matching features after step 2
Figure 3.8: Results of matching features after step 3
Figure 3.9: Results of matching features after step 4
Figure 3.10: Results of matching features after step 5
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3.5 Method III
Method III is an adaptation and implementation of self-localization method, pro-
posed in the work [46], into monocular camera. Method III reuses the SURF feature
matching technique in method II. Segment estimation is calculated by Bayes’ theorem.
Basically, in order to perform self-localization, two dependent events are considered
as number of features, {FMj }, and segment estimation, {Segs}. The conditional prob-
ability of their relationship obeys Bayes’ theorem [76]:
p(Segs|{FMj }) =
p({FMj }|Segs)p(Segs)
p({FMj })
(3.5)
p(Segs|{FMj }) ∝ p({FMj }|Segs) p(Segs) (3.6)
p(Segs) presents the belief of specific segment s. This information is available if the
quadrotor global position during localization is provided. As the VT&R system’s
configuration excludes global positioning system, p(Segs) is set to be the same for
every segment. Additionally, p({FMj }) is set to 1 or eliminated since the maximum
value of p(Segs|{FMj }) is considered. p({FMj }|Segs) is calculated by assuming that
the quadrotor is at segment s of the desired route between two reference images IRefs
and IRefs+1 in order to define p(Segs|{FMj }).
p({FMj }|Segs=i) = p({FMj }|Segs>i−1).p({FMj }|Segs<i+1) (3.7)
{FCj } are matched with {FRefs,j } to produce matched features {FM,4s,j }. {FCj } are
matched with {FRefs+1,j} to produce matched features {FM,4s+1,j}. Notably, when matching
SURF feature, the feature-size relation is added in considering the {IRefs } or {IRefs+1 }.
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Probability calculation of p({FMs,j}|Segs>i−1) and p({FMs,j}|Segs<i+1) are computed:
p({FMj }|Segs>i−1) =
|{FM,4s,j }|
|{FRefs,j }|
(3.8)
p({FMj }|Segs<i+1) =
|{FM,4s+1,j}|
|{FRefs+1,j}|
(3.9)
As a result, p(Segs|{FMj }) is defined as Eq. 3.10.
p({FMj }|Segs=i) =
|{FM,4s,j }|
|{FRefs,j }|
|{FM,4s+1,j}|
|{FRefs+1,j}|
(3.10)
MethodIII{Segs} = p({FMj }|Segs=i) (3.11)
The segment receiving maximum percent value of estimation MethodIII{Segs} will
provide data as reference image for navigation.
Algorithm 3: Matching features of method III
Input: {FCj }, {FRefs,j }, IC and {IRefs,j }
Output: Matching SURF Feature Result: {FM,4s,j }
1 Calculate Descriptor: {FCj .descriptor} and {FRefs,j .descriptor};
2 Match feature descriptors between {FCj .descriptor} and {FRefs,j .descriptor} in
order to produce {FM,1s,j };
3 Eliminate incorrect matched results by its distance (in feature space) to have
{FM,2s,j }: {FM,1s,j .distance} > 0.5 ∗Mean({FM,1s,j .distance}) ;
4 Check the feature-size relation with spatial distance to have {FM,3j }:
{FM,2s,j .size} >= {FRefs,j .size} or {FM,2s+1,j.size} <= {FRefs+1,j.size} ;
5 RANSAC feature filtering of {FM,3s,j } to have {FM,4s,j };
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3.6 Experiments of Self-Localization Technique
3.6.1 Offline Testing
3.6.1.1 Database Acquisition at MUN
The thesis performs the learning phase of VT&R technique by collecting images in the
Engineering building. Two databases are collected by Intelligent Systems Lab (ISLab)
and listed as follows:
• Route A: Second Floor of Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science including
Engineering Lobby, Cafeteria and Engineering Lounge, images were collected at
11:00 am on May 17, 2014, in cloudy weather. Image details are, dimensions:
2592x1936, resolution: 72 dpi, bit depth: 24, environment: indoor in Fig. 3.11.
• Route B: Outside Engineering Building, along Kerwin PI road, images are
collected at 3:00 pm on May 17, 2014, in sunny weather. Image details are,
dimensions: 2592x1936, resolution: 72 dpi, bit depth: 24, environment: outdoor
in Fig. 3.12.
3.6.1.2 Databases Collected by Other Research Groups
Three methods are also tested with databases collected by other research groups:
• CoSy Localization Database[77] (COLD-Saarbrucken): Images were ac-
quired at Language Technology Laboratory, German Research Center for Arti-
ficial Intelligence in Saarbrucken, Germany, on ActivMedia PeopleBot robotic
platform. Image details are listed, dimensions: 640x480, resolution: 96 dpi, bit
depth: 24, environment: indoor office, year: 2008, version: COLD-Saarbrucken
- Part B - night condition. Robot travels with the speed 0.220 m/s. The analysis
uses 160 images.
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• New College Database [78]: Images were acquired at New College build-
ing by Oxford Mobile Robotics Group, University of Oxford, UK, on Segway
robotic platform in Epoch A Campus at New College, Oxford, United Kingdom.
The working environment is outdoor with sunny weather in May 2009. Image
details are list, dimensions: 384x512 pixels, resolution: 72 dpi, bit depth: 24,
environment: outdoor. 192 images at camera-0 are used.
Figure 3.11: Reference images of the route A - Second Floor of Engineering building
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Figure 3.12: Reference images of the route B - Outside of Engineering building
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Figure 3.13: Reference images from COLD database
Figure 3.14: Reference images from New College database
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3.6.1.3 Results of Offline Testing
Tested databases are collected when the vehicle is moving. Therefore, the images of
databases show the motion blur in their content. When processing each database,
some images are chosen as reference images, and the other images between chosen
reference images are used to test the performance of self-localization technique (Fig.
3.15). The reference images are chosen so that the acquisition frequency of set is
sufficient to achieve self-localization, where the distance of the segment is at least 1m.
Three methods will be tested in using the same databases and the set of m tested
images {ICi } in order to have similar operating conditions.
Figure 3.15: Processing database to choose reference images of the desired route
The results of estimating location are compared with the employed ground-truth
data in order to define the percentage of success in each of the method. Additionally,
entropy measurement is calculated as in Eq. 3.12 to measure the uniformity of the
probability distribution in three proposed methods [46]. The sim in Eq. 3.12 is a
output function calculated by method I or method II or method III. In comparison,
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the method performing better has lower entropy value.
Entropy({ICi }) = −
m∑
i=0
sim(ICi ) log2 sim(ICi ) (3.12)
In addition, the thesis also observes the different rate between the current image and
the reference images. The difference rate is computed in the form of correlation norm
matching as Eq. 3.13 [74]. A value of D, closer to 1, represents a small difference or
a good match, while a small D, closer to 0, is significantly different or a poor match.
R, being reference image, and C, being current image, have the same size w × h;
x′ = 0...(w − 1) and y′ = 0...(h− 1).
D =
∑
x′,y′(R(x′, y′).C(x+ x′, y + y′))√∑
x′,y′ R(x′, y′)2.
∑
x′,y′ C(x+ x′, y + y′)2
(3.13)
Table 3.1: Experiment results with multiple databases
Method I Method II Method III
Route A
(2592x1936 pixels)
FT 31/51 19/51 21/51
PS 39.22% 62.75% 58.82%
AE 3.2224 3.1089 2.4035
Route B
(2592x1936 pixels)
FT 15/60 04/60 05/60
PS 75% 93.33% 91.66%
AE 3.3224 3.2327 2.3955
COLD Database
(640x480 pixels)
FT 67/151 37/151 51/151
PS 55.63% 75.50% 66.22%
AE 2.8448 2.7503 1.9643
New College Database
(384x512 pixels)
FT 46/175 7/175 20/175
PS 73.71% 96% 88.57%
AE 3.5758 3.3905 2.1477
Note: FT: Failure number over Trials; PS: Percent of Success; AE: Average Entropy;
Table 3.1 presents the results of self-localization by all three methods. Method II
and method III provide better in estimating the current segment than method I.
The use of the SURF feature size relation with spatial distance has eliminated some
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incorrect features to improve the performance of self-localization. Method II has
smallest failure numbers over trials. However, the estimating accuracy of method II is
not much different as compared to method III, and suffers higher entropy evaluation.
The performance of self-localization in segment 5 of New College database is analyzed.
The segment 5 contains 10 current images, 2 reference images 5 and 6 (Fig. 3.16).
Fig. 3.17 expresses the results of estimation (LEFT) and entropy (RIGHT) on the
current images of segment 5 in New College database (3.16), while Fig. 3.18 expresses
difference rate between current images (IC) and reference images. In Fig. 3.18, Y-axis
is the difference rate between IC and IRefs+1 ; X-axis is the different rate between IC
and IRefs ; the blue sign is successful self-localization and the red sign is unsuccessful
self-localization. When the vehicle is at position 1 (Current Image 1), closest to the
reference image IRefs , the value of the estimation reaches the highest value. When
the vehicle moves forward, far from PRefs position, the value of the estimation tends
to decrease. When the vehicle moves closed to PRefs+1 the value of the estimation
tends to increase. Fig. 3.18 can show the changes of the different rate when the
vehicle is moving from PRefs to P
Ref
s+1 . The property happens to be the same with
the entropy diagram. These results are different from those of the work [46], where
the centre position receives the maximum estimation. The difference is caused by the
type of camera used in the system. The work [46] uses camera with hyperbolic mirror
providing front and back images, while this thesis uses a monocular camera providing
front images.
3.6.2 Online Testing
The simulation of experiments is conducted on ROS Fuerte [29] with Gazebo simula-
tor, Linux Ubuntu 12.04. In Gazebo simulator, an indoor environment and Ar.Drone
quadrotor model are created to sufficiently validate the performance of three proposed
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Figure 3.16: Reference images of segment 5, New College database
Estimation results Entropy results
Figure 3.17: Estimation results and entropy results of Segment 5 - New College
database. Estimation results are the calculation of MethodI{Seg5}, MethodII{Seg5}
and MethodIII{Seg5}
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Method I Method II Method III
Figure 3.18: Estimation results by different rates of the current images in segment 5
- New College database
methods. Visual markers of the desired route (ground truth, segment notations) are
made in Rviz application (Fig. 3.21) in order to check the error of the current-segment
estimation. Fig. 3.20 describes the ROS system architecture of simulation. CvBridge
node is defined to transfer the ROS image messages to OpenCV images in order to
utilize OpenCV library for image processing. ISLab Self-Localization node is designed
to perform self-localization on image feedback from quadrotor and reference images.
ISLab Controller is the controller of quadrotor. In the learning phase, quadrotor is
controlled along a desired circle route so that it can collect reference images at specific
positions as in Fig. 3.19. The desired circle route of simulation has 8 segments, 8
reference images and 1.25m radius (Fig. 3.19). The center of the circle is at (0, 0, 1.5).
Quadrotor is manually controlled to follow the desired route with minimum errors of
position to test the methods of self-localization.
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Figure 3.19: LEFT: The circle desired route; RIGHT: Gazebo simulator
Figure 3.20: The ROS system architecture of simulation
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Figure 3.21: ROS-Gazebo simulation with Rviz application. Top: Rviz window shows
Ar.Drone quadrotor and the desired route with its segments. Bottom-Left: Gazebo
simulator window. Bottom-Right: the image feedback of quadrotor front camera.
Method I Method II Method III
Figure 3.22: Online testing of three methods in simulation
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The transition between segments as well as the errors of online self-localization are
observed to evaluate the online performance of three methods. Fig. 3.22 presents the
online performance of three methods. The dash-dot line is the desired route. Quadro-
tor with its heading angle is represented by triangle in blue color (true estimating
location) and red color (false estimating location). Method II and III also provide
better performance than method I. Remarkably, the use of feature-size relation with
spatial distance improves the performance in the transition between segments. When
quadrotor is traveling in segment 3, both of three methods provide incorrect estima-
tions because of very few features in environment. This phenomenon also explains
why the outdoor databases (route B and New College) receives higher percentage of
success than indoor databases (route A and COLD). As method III is designed on
Bayes’ rule, its estimation produces very small errors. For example, if quadrotor is
locating in segment 5, its incorrect estimation is segment 4 or 6.
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Chapter 4
Qualitative Motion Control
Command Based on Funnel Lane
Theory
About this chapter: In the replaying phase, after performing self-localization, the
reference images of the current segment are loaded to command the quadrotor to
follow the desired route. The motion control command algorithm is built on Funnel
Lane theory, described in section 4.1. The desired route combined with Funnel Lane
theory is presented in section 4.2. The motion control command calculation, named
Funnel-lane 3D motion control algorithm, is described in section 4.3. The works
are published in The 2014 International Conference on Unmanned Aircraft Systems
(ICUAS 2014) [49] and The 2014 Conference on Computer and Robot Vision (CRV
2014) [79]. In ICUAS 2014 conference, Funnel-Lane navigation technique is proposed
and first results of adapting Funnel Lane theory into route following control of quadro-
tor using Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) features. The paper of CRV 2014 conference
is the development of the work of ICUAS 2014 paper by using SURF features.
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4.1 The Theory of Funnel Lane
Funnel Lane theory was originally developed for 2D navigation by Z. Chen and S.
Birchfield [2] in 2009 in order to navigate ground vehicle to follow the desired route.
The method first qualitatively defines possible positions where the vehicle can go
straight by the constraints of feature coordinates between the current image and the
reference image. Navigation is based on funnel-lane guided motion. If the vehicle
locates outside the funnel lane, it will be navigated back to the funnel lane. In the
thesis, Funnel Lane theory is extended to 3D navigation. Applying Funnel Lane
theory for the case of one fixed landmark (FL), UAV, which is locating at the current
position, (PC - point C ), wants to reach the end of the segment s, (PEs - point E,
PE = PRefs+1 ) as in Fig. 4.2. Notably, the origin of feature coordinates is assigned at
the centre of the image plane, while the optical axis of the camera is parallel to the
heading direction of the UAV. As shown in Fig. 4.1, the UAV at point E sees the FL
(red point) at point uE(uEX , uEY ) in the destination image plane IEs . At point C, the
UAV sees a landmark feature (red point) at point uC(uCX , uCY ) in the current image
plane IC . A funnel lane of one landmark feature is created by following definitions:
Definition 1 : A funnel lane of a fixed landmark (FL) and an UAV at the end of the
segment, point E, is the set of locations FFL,E such that for each C∈ FFL,E four funnel
lane constraints are satisfied:
|uCX | < |uEX | (Horizontal Constraint 1)
sign(uCX) = sign(uEX) (Horizontal Constraint 2)
|uCY | < |uEY | (Vertical Constraint 3)
sign(uCY ) = sign(uEY ) (Vertical Constraint 4)
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Definition 2 : A funnel lane of a fixed landmark (FL), an UAV position at point E,
and a relative angle α is the set of positions FFL,E,α ⊂ FFL,E such that ψCs − ψEs = α
for each C ∈ FFL,E,α. A relative angle α is in the plane which is parallel with X-Y
plane.
Figure 4.1: Funnel lane created by a fixed landmark corner feature in 3D view (LEFT),
X-Y view (RIGHT-TOP), and X-Z view (RIGHT-BOTTOM)
The purpose of using Funnel Lane theory is to define possible positions where the
UAV is maneuvered to fly straight. By this way, in Fig. 4.1, a funnel lane is produced
and presented in 3D space as a red pyramid with respect to a red landmark corner
feature or pyramid with a flat top with respect to the UAV at the end of the segment,
point E. The red landmark feature appears in the image plane of the UAV, which is
indicated as a blue point. In Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3, the UAV at PEs is presented in
full-filled symbol while the UAV at PC is presented in non-filled symbol. Fig. 4.2
presents the case of the UAV’s same heading angle (ψCs − ψEs = 0) at the current
position and the end of the segment s. Fig. 4.3 presents the case of different heading
angles (ψCs − ψEs 6= 0). The funnel lane will rotate α angle as in definition 2.
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Figure 4.2: UAV from current position reaches the end of the segment s
Figure 4.3: Funnel lane in case of different heading angles
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Each landmark feature has a unique funnel lane. The intersection between these funnel
lanes will satisfy both constraint conditions. If the UAV is in the intersection funnel
lane, it will fly forward. Another advantage given from this point is the reliability of
navigation, the UAV needs a minimum of only one landmark feature for navigation.
When the UAV falls outside the intersection funnel lane, the navigation is computed in
such a way that the UAV will fly back to the intersection funnel lane. Its performance
depends on the current position with respect to the intersection funnel lane. Nine
possible positions of the UAV are defined on the violation of four constraints and
described in Fig. 4.4. The next section will depict a procedure to build and track a
funnel-lane visual path.
Figure 4.4: Nine possible positions of the UAV w. r. t. the intersection funnel lane
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Figure 4.5: Multiple feature (four features) case with X-Y and Y-Z views
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4.2 Building of The Desired Route
The desired route Ψ is broken into several continuous segments {Segs|s ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}}.
We have a set of reference images: {IRefs |s ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}}. If Funnel Lane theory is
applied into each segment, IRefs+1 becomes IEs and P
Ref
s+1 becomes PEs . The Funnel-Lane
visual route is defined by the following:
• Hypothesis 1: The UAV’s coordinate frame is in the segment s at current position
PC and the task is to reach the destination position PRefs+1 . Two key images IC
and IRefs+1 are respectively associated with PC and PRefs+1 . There always exists an
acceptable route χ from PC to PRefs+1 .
• Hypothesis 2: In the segment s, a set of matched features {FMs } between two
key images IC and IRefs+1 is observed along the path Ψ from PC to PRefs+1 and
allows the funnel-lane computation of the navigation. There exist nine possible
locations of the UAV with respect to the intersection funnel lane formed by
matched points {FMs }, {FMs |s ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}}.
• Hypothesis 3: In the segment s, the condition to apply the Funnel Lane theory
is that the transformation between PC frame and PRefs+1 frame does not include
the case which contains only lateral transformation.
The calculation of motion control commands in order to control quadrotor to follow
the desired route after self-localization is described in the next section: funnel-lane
3D motion control algorithm.
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4.3 Funnel-Lane 3D Motion Control Algorithm
4.3.1 The Desired Heading of Quadrotor
For each feature j, a signed distance to the line uCX = uEX is calculated:
f(uCX , uEX) =
1√
2
(uCX − uEX) (4.1)
And a desired heading of feature j is computed by the feature horizontal coordinate:
switch(uCX , uEX)
case : uCX > 0 and uCX > uEX
ψ
(j)
d = γ1 ·min{uCX , f(uCX , uEX)}
case : uCX < 0 and uCX < uEX
ψ
(j)
d = γ1 ·max{uCX , f(uCX , uEX)}
case : otherwise
ψ
(j)
d = 0
(4.2)
The final desired heading for quadrotor is given by:
ψd = η1
1
N
N∑
j=1
ψ
(j)
d + (1− η1)ψ0 (4.3)
Where: γ1 is the approximate conversion from pixels to degrees. N is the total number
of matched features used in the algorithm. ψ0 is the desired heading obtained from
magnetometery heading measurements at the start and the end of the segment s in
the learning phase. η1 (0 ≤ η1 ≤ 1) is the confidence between visual measurements
versus magnetometery heading measurements. In experiment, η1 is chosen as 0.5.
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4.3.2 The Desired Height of Quadrotor
For each feature j, a signed distance to the line uCY = uEY is calculated:
f (uCY , uEY ) =
1√
2
(uCY − uEY ) (4.4)
And a desired height of feature j is computed by the vertical feature coordinate:
switch(uCY , uEY )
case : uCY > 0 and uCY > uEY
Z
(j)
d = γ2 ·min{uCY , f(uCY , uEY )}
case : uCY < 0 and uCY < uEY
Z
(j)
d = γ2 ·max{uCY , f(uCY , uEY )}
case : otherwise
Z
(j)
d = 0
(4.5)
The final desired height for quadrotor is given by:
Zd = η2
1
N
N∑
j=1
Z
(j)
d + (1− η2)Z0 (4.6)
Where: γ2 is the approximate conversion from pixels to meters. N is the total num-
ber of matched features used in the algorithm. Z0 is the desired height obtained
from altimeter measurements at the start and the end of the segment in the learning
phase. η2 (0 ≤ η2 ≤ 1) is confidence between visual measurements versus altimeter
measurements. In experiment, η2 is chosen as 0.5.
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4.4 Experimental Setup
The ROS system for simulation in the previous chapter of self-localization is used
to test the proposed algorithm. Initial realtime experiments are conducted in the
Intelligent Systems Lab, Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science, Memorial Uni-
versity of Newfoundland. The model of quadrotor is Ar.Drone quadrotor ver 2.0. The
front camera of the quadrotor is HD camera 1280x720 pixels (720p) with 920 wide-
angle. The calculation of navigation is performed off-board on a laptop then sent to
the Ar.Drone through wireless communication. The system architecture of realtime
experiment is different from those of simulation. adrone_autonomy node is used to
connect with the Ar.Drone quadrotor. Although the architecture can eliminate the
independent operations of quadrotor, the purpose of experiments is to validate the
performance of the whole system. The current development of hardware design can
enable onboard processing for fully autonomous applications. The thesis do not con-
sider the appearance of moving obstacles or obstacle avoidance in experiments. The
video of initial realtime experiment can be located at youtu.be/WVq9IttJx0g.
Figure 4.6: The system architecture of realtime experiment
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4.5 Experimental Results
In the beginning, quadrotor is controlled along the desired route in order to collect
reference images. After that, quadrotor will be placed closely to the same initial
position as in the learning phase to perform the replaying phase. Quadrotor utilizes
self-localization to define the current segment on the desired route. After the image in
the database is loaded as reference image, quadrotor autonomously follows the current
segment of the desired route. Quadrotor uses funnel-Lane 3D navigation algorithm
to calculate desired yaw angle and desired height for the next movement. The front
velocity command of quadrotor is kept to be 0.1m/s. Numerous following experiments
are conducted in simulation to evaluate the performance of the proposed system.
• Experiment I: tests following about 3m curve desired route with KLT feature
when developing Funnel Lane theory for 3D navigation. Transition between
two successive segments by setting a switching threshold for Mean Square Error
MSE of matched feature coordinates in the images.
• Experiment II: tests like experiment I to follow about 6m open-loop route.
• Experiment III: tests following 3.5m curve route with different start positions
with SURF features. Localization of quadrotor during following the desired
route is method I of self-localization.
• Experiment IV: tests like experiment III with complicated 3D polyline route.
• Experiment V: is conducted to compare three methods of self-localization in
combination with funnel-lane 3D motion control algorithm.
• Experiment VI: tests following a long route in mountain area with 55 reference
images. The outdoor environment of mountain area is simulated on Gazebo
simulator (for video: youtu.be/0YVGK1-ObGM ).
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Table 4.1: Configuration of Experiment I
Purpose of Experiment: Test following route by Funnel-lane theory [49]
Feature: KLT
Self-Localization: Mean Square Error [47]
Type of Route: (Simulation) 2D Curve
Figure 4.7: Result of Experiment I
Table 4.2: Configuration of Experiment II
Purpose of Experiment: Test following route by Funnel-lane theory [49]
Feature: KLT
Self-Localization: Mean Square Error [47]
Type of Route: (Simulation) Open-Loop
Figure 4.8: Result of Experiment II
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Table 4.3: Configuration of Experiment III
Purpose of Experiment: Test tracking 2D route with difference start positions [79]
Feature: SURF
Self-Localization: Method I
Type of Route: (Simulation) 2D Curve
Figure 4.9: Result of Experiment III
Table 4.4: Configuration of Experiment IV
Purpose of Experiment: Tracking complicated 3D route [79]
Feature: SURF
Self-Localization: Method I
Type of Route: (Simulation) 3D Polyline
Figure 4.10: Result of Experiment IV
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Table 4.5: Configuration of Experiment V
Purpose of Experiment: Tracking indoor 2D route
Feature: SURF
Self-Localization: Method I, II and III
Type of Route: (Simulation) 2D Polyline
Figure 4.11: Result of Experiment V with three methods. LEFT: Method I; MIDDLE:
Method II; RIGHT: Method III
Table 4.6: Configuration of Experiment VI
Purpose of Experiment: Tracking a long route to survey mountain area
Feature: SURF
Self-Localization: Method III
Type of Route: (Simulation) 3D Polyline Outdoor
Figure 4.12: Experimental Setup. LEFT: Images showing matching SURF features.
RIGHT-TOP: Rviz application to check ground truth error. RIGHT-BOTTOM:
Camera-view of quadrotor in Rviz
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Figure 4.13: Gazebo simulation of mountain area
Figure 4.14: Simulation results of tracking the desired route in mountain area. TOP:
3D view. LEFT-BOTTOM: X-Z view. RIGHT-BOTTOM: X-Y view
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4.6 Discussion
Experiments show that quadrotor with VT&R technique is able to navigate and follow
the desired route. Some observations of the performance are described as follows:
• Firstly, the limitation of matching KLT features [2, 49] provides some incorrect
matched features. The video of some experiments with KLT feature can be
located at youtu.be/WVq9IttJx0g. The proposal to use SURF feature as well as
the utilization of the relation between SURF feature size with spatial distance
provides better self-localization.
• The transition between segments is overestimated when employing MSEmethod.
Basically, MSE method considers the coordinate errors of matched features to
make decision of transition. Hence, quadrotor can not possibly reach the end of
the desired route although all reference images are used. The use of method I, II
and III of self-localization greatly decreases the overshoot and produces better
estimation of the current segment.
• In the experiments showed in Fig. 4.11, the thesis can not conclude which
method of self-localization provides less position errors when following the de-
sired route because the vehicle started at different poses. However, the thesis
can observe how the performance of self-localization part, which influences to
qualitative motion control command part. True to discussion in section 3.6,
method III provides better estimation of accuracy and stability. It means that
if quadrotor is at segment 5, the errors of method III can be fallen into segment
4 or segment 6, while those of method I and II can reach segment 1 or 7.
• Fig. 4.5 shows the experiment with the long desired route in mountain area,
containing 55 reference images. A number of reference images can negatively
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increase the computation cost if all reference images are processing at the same
time. However, this challenge can be overcome if estimating the quadrotor
location on all reference images in the beginning of the replaying phase. Then,
estimating location is performed by 3 or 4 reference images logically related to
the current segment. For example, if quadrotor is at segment 5 in the start
position, self-localization will use reference images of segment 4, 5 and 6.
• As following the desired route by only the start and end images of the route’s
segment, the position errors are inevitable. It is a limitation of qualitative
VT&R technique but considered as practical within GPS-denied environment.
However, quadrotor shows the ability of route following with acceptable errors.
• Applying the SURF feature-size relation with spatial distance helps to elimi-
nate unappropriate matched features. However, it also decreases a number of
matched features for navigation. As a result, a number of matched features
maybe not enough to perform navigation. This phenomenon also explains why
working in outdoor environment receives more successful trials than working
in indoor environment. In addition, quadrotor should move at least 1m to re-
ceive the obvious change of SURF feature-size. Basing on this property, the
declaration of segment also needs to obey this rule.
• After accidentally colliding to other objects in environment, quadrotor can be
rotated to unpredictable heading angle. Hence, all matched landmarks will
fall out of the image plane of quadrotor camera, and fail the VT&R system.
However, since the thesis utilizes magnetometery heading measurements in the
calculation of motion control commands, quadrotor will rotate back as before
collision and correct matched features will come back to the image plane of
quadrotor camera.
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• Compared to Courbon’s strategy [27], our work has applied additional step to
match the features in IC from both IRefs and I
Ref
s+1 . This step provides more
reliable results in self-localization than the method used in [27], which matches
the features in IC from only IRefs+1 . In addition, if the method of the work [27] will
suffer more computational cost when trying to estimate the relative distances
between the current image with the reference images as well as does not show
ability to recover from accidental collision.
In the qualitative VT&R aerial system, motion control commands (desired yaw angle
and desired height), generated by the funnel-lane 3D motion control algorithm, are
sent to the controller part to compute the desired angular velocities for four rotors of
the quadrotor. In experiment I and II, the controller uses PID control. In experiment
III, IV, V and VI, the controller is developed to nonlinear geometric controller, which
will be described in the next chapter.
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Chapter 5
Nonlinear Geometric Controller
About this chapter: This chapter presents the nonlinear geometric controller of
quadrotor. The controller will receive motion control commands (desired yaw angle
and desired height) from the funnel-lane 3D motion control algorithm of the qualita-
tive motion control command part to produce the desired angular velocities for four
rotors. Applying bond-graph modeling method, the motions of quadrotor on the con-
figuration space SE(3) are expressed in the graphical dynamic model. The nonlinear
geometric controller is proposed to control the nonlinear and under-actuated dynamic
model of quadrotor. Simulations in different scenarios are conducted on 20Sim pro-
gram to evaluate the performance of the proposed controller before implementing into
the ROS system.
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5.1 The Design of Nonlinear Geometric Controller
5.1.1 The Role of Controller in VT&R System
Figure 5.1: The levels of the control system
Fig. 5.1 describes the functions of the designed nonlinear geometric controller. The
control system consists of three levels. At the control level 2, funnel-lane 3D motion
control algorithm uses SURF matched features between the current image and the
reference image to generate the motion control commands (desired yaw and height).
At control level 1, the controller attempts to convert these motion control commands
into the desired angular velocities for the four rotors of the quadrotor. At control
level 0, four built-in PID speed controllers are used to control the angular velocities of
four rotors basing on the desired angular velocities. Appropriate forces and torques
of four rotors are produced to create the motions of the quadrotor.
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5.1.2 Introduction to Geometric Control Theory
Traditional controller such as PID control is applied into controlling position and at-
titude of the quadrotor [5, 59]. Six PID controllers should be used to control traveling
in X, Y, Z direction and Roll - Pitch - Yaw angles. The PID control is sufficient
for simple applications [62] as well as possibly aggressive manoeuvres with a great
support of a VICONTM motion capture system [5]. However, the structure design
of six PID controllers is complicated to improve the performance of the system for
advanced applications [30]. LQR control is proposed as a design to control the full
dynamic model of the quadrotor using state feedback [64]. MPC controller [54, 55] im-
proves the performance of quadrotor controller by incorporating system constraints
and accurate system prediction models. The output control efforts of MPC con-
troller include the control actions according to the prediction of the future events, as
well as optimizing steps basing on the quadrotor system constraints such as motor
constraints. Generally, advanced calculations to improve the controller performance
require more computational resources. On the other hand, the design of these con-
trollers takes linear-approximation step to simplify the problem, which neglects the
underlying geometric properties of quadrotor dynamic model [65]. Moreover, con-
sidering the integration within the system of VT&R technique, the positional and
rotational errors of quadrotor controller should not considerably affect the quality of
image feedback, which will be used to extract SURF features for navigation.
As a result, nonlinear geometric controller [65], applied geometric control theory
[66], is developed for quadrotor controller. The use of geometric control theory, a
coordinate-free control approach, attempts to convert the difficult problem of quadro-
tor control into a straight-forward linear problem [66]. The design of nonlinear geo-
metric controller will concentrate on the errors of rotational matrix [65], instead of
attempting to access the errors of each degree of freedom. Therefore, the geometric
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controller design is simplified enough to implement into the embedded systems of
quadrotor [80].
5.1.3 Quadrotor Configuration
{E} is considered as an inertial frame with the unit vectors {ex, ey, ez}. The body-
fixed {B} frame with the unit vectors {bx,by,bz} is attached to quadrotor’s body.
Quadrotor’s attitude (φ-Roll, θ-Pitch, ψ-Yaw) is the orientation of the {B} frame
with respect to the {E} frame. Rotational matrix R expresses the transformation
from the {B} frame to the {E} frame, R ∈ SO(3).
Figure 5.2: The coordinates of quadrotor
A rotation matrix (Z - X - Y Euler angles) R from the {B} frame to the {E} frame:
R =

cosψ cos θ − sinφ sinψ sin θ − cosφ sinψ cosψ sin θ + cos θ sinφ sinψ
cos θ sinψ + cosψ sinφ sin θ cosφ cosψ sinψ sin θ − cosψ cos θ sinφ
− cosφ sin θ sinφ cosφ cos θ

(5.1)
In geometric viewpoint [66], the configuration manifold of rigid body as quadrotor is
the special Euclidean group SE(3), a group of displacement in R3, and the special
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orthogonal group SO(3), group of proper rotations.
SO(3) = {R ∈ R3×3 | RTR = I, det(R) = 1} (5.2)
Table 5.1: Some specifications of quadrotor
r Quadrotor position vector in {E} frame, r ∈ R3
r = [x; y; z]
rref Quadrotor reference position vector in {E} frame, rref ∈ R3
rref = [xref ; yref ; zref ]
v Quadrotor velocity vector in {E} frame, v ∈ R3
v = [vx; vy; vz]
vref Quadrotor reference velocity vector in {E} frame, vref ∈ R3
vref = [vx,ref ; vy,ref ; vz,ref ]
Ω The angular velocity in {B} frame, Ω ∈ R3
Ω = [ωx;ωy;ωz]
fi The force vector produced by propeller i in {B} frame
Mi The moment vector produced by propeller i in {B} frame
FE The force acting on quadrotor in {E} frame, FE ∈ R3
FE = [Fx;Fy;Fz]
F The total thrust force of four propellers, F = ∑4i=1 fi in {B}, F ∈ R
TB The external torque acting on quadrotor in {B} frame, TB ∈ R3
TB = [Tx;Ty;Tz]
FEg The gravity vector in {E}, FEg ∈ R3
FBP The propulsion force vector in {B} frame, FBP ∈ R3
MBP The propulsion torque vector in {B} frame, MBP ∈ R3
m The total mass of quadrotor, m ∈ R
J The inertial matrix of quadrotor w.r.t {B} frame, J ∈ R3×3
d The distance from the geometric centers of motors
to the geometric centers of quadrotor, d ∈ R
R The rotation matrix from {B} frame to {E} frame, R ∈ R3×3
Rref The reference rotation matrix from {B} frame to {E} frame, Rref ∈ R3×3
The rotational kinematic equations of quadrotor’s attitude [66] governing the trajec-
tory t 7→ R(t) is written as in Eq. 5.3. The Euler - Poincare´ equation [66] describing
the trajectory t 7→ Ω(t) for any torque acting on the body is described in Eq. 5.4.
R˙ = RΩˆ (5.3)
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JΩ˙(t) + Ω(t)× JΩ(t) = TB(t) (5.4)
Where:
• The hat map .ˆ is R3 → so(3) defined by the condition xyˆ = x×y for all x, y ∈ R3.
• so(3) is vector space of skew-symmetric 3× 3 matrices and Lie algebra of SO(3)
[66].
5.1.4 Nonlinear Geometric Controller
To solve the problem of underactuation, quadrotor is recognized as differential flat-
ness [30]. Guiding vectors (sref and {brefx ,brefy ,brefz }) are created based on the tra-
jectory error calculation. The reference rotation matrix, Rref , is generated from
brefx ,brefy ,brefz . The attitude controller makes effort to control unit vectors of {B}
frame become guiding vectors through the errors between the rotational matrix R
and the reference rotation matrix Rref .
sref = [cosψdes, sinψdes, 0]T (5.5)
brefz =
F
‖F‖ (5.6)
brefy =
brefz × sref
‖brefz × sref‖
(5.7)
brefx = brefy × brefz (5.8)
The positional errors (er) and the velocity errors (ev) are written as following equa-
tions:
er = r− rref ; ev = v− vref (5.9)
The geometric control theory is used to exactly define the error (eR) and error rate
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Figure 5.3: The reference coordinates of quadrotor
(eΩ) of the rotation matrix R [65], written as Eq. 5.10 and 5.11. Therefore, linear
approximation is not taken to preserve the underlying geometric properties of dynamic
model. In Eq. 5.10, .∨ is the vee map to transfer R3 ← so(3).
eR =
1
2(R
T
refR −RTRref )∨ (5.10)
eΩ = Ω−RTRrefΩref (5.11)
The desired thrust force vector and the desired moment vector is calculated as:
F = −Kper −Kvev +mge3 +mr¨ref (5.12)
F = F.bz (5.13)
M =
[
Mx My Mz
]T
= −KReR −KΩeΩ (5.14)
Kp, Kv, KR and KΩ are controller’s parameters. Tuning controller’s parameters is
challenging because these parameters are positive real numbers (in R), which is mul-
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tiplied with error matrices (in R3). The simple method is try-and-error. However, it
requires more studies to choose better values for these parameters. Fig. 5.4 describes
the structure of the controller design. In the design, the position control is directly
computed in the attitude control through guiding vectors or reference rotational ma-
trix. Hence, the position errors of quadrotor converge to zero, when the rotational
errors also converge to zero. This control strategy reflects the physical nature of
quadrotor motions.
Another element which makes quadrotor unique is the simple mechanical structure
with vertically fixed rotors. Each propeller generates the torque directly proportional
to its thrust. kF is a propeller force constant in fi = kFω2i , and kM a propeller moment
constant in Mi = kMω2i with ωi an angular speed of the i-th propeller. The following
equations are the unique property of Ar.Drone quadrotor when the X-direction of
quadrotor is directed as Fig. 5.2. The motor model can be presented by bond-graph
method. However, to simplify the system model, the electrical-mechanical structure
of the motor is not considered.

F
Mx
My
Mz

=

kF kF kF kF
−kFd −kFd kFd kFd
−kFd kFd kFd −kFd
−kM kM −kM kM


ω21
ω22
ω23
ω24

(5.15)
or 
ω21
ω22
ω23
ω24

=

1
4kF − 14kF d − 14kF d − 14kM
1
4kF − 14kF d 14kF d 14kM
1
4kF
1
4kF d
1
4kF d − 14kM
1
4kF
1
4kF d − 14kF d 14kM


F
Mx
My
Mz

(5.16)
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Figure 5.4: The structure of the nonlinear geometric controller
5.2 Quadrotor Dynamic Model
Before implementing into the VT&R system, the design of the nonlinear geometric
controller is tested with the bond-graph dynamic model of quadrotor in 20Sim simu-
lation software. Bond-graph modeling method is a graphically natural representation
of a physical dynamic system.
5.2.1 Dynamic Equations
Considering quadrotor’s motion as the movement of a rigid body described as the
sum of all external forces and torques. The Euler’s nonlinear translational equations
are described [61]:
Fx = mv˙x −mvyωz +mvzωy
Fy = mv˙y −mvzωx +mvxωz
Fz = mv˙z −mvxωy +mvyωx
(5.17)
and the Euler’s rotational equations [61]:
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Tx = Jxω˙x − (Jy − Jz)ωyωz
Ty = Jyω˙y − (Jz − Jx)ωzωx
Tz = Jzω˙z − (Jx − Jy)ωxωy
(5.18)
Considering the translational motions, the external forces include the gravity force
FEg , the propulsion thrusts of motors FBP and the drag force FED with the coefficient
of drag CD:
F = FEg + RFBM − FED
Fx
Fy
Fz
 =

0
0
mg
+ R

0
0
F
−

CDxx˙
2
CDy y˙
2
CDz z˙
2

(5.19)
Considering the Euler’s rotational equations, Eq. 5.18, the external torques include
propulsion torque TBP and drag torques TBD:
TB = TBP + TBD
Tx
Ty
Tz
 =

Mx
My
Mz
+

−CDx,Tω2x
−CDy,Tω2y
−CDz,Tω2z

(5.20)
The angular velocity Ω is a vector about the rotational axis, which is different from
the derivatives of the Roll, Pitch, Yaw angles (φ˙, θ˙, ψ˙). A transformation between
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them is proposed as following:

ωx
ωy
ωz
 =

cos θ 0 − cosφ sin θ
0 1 sinφ
sin θ 0 cosφ cos θ


φ˙
θ˙
ψ˙
 (5.21)
5.2.2 Quadrotor’s bond graph model
Based on these Euler’s nonlinear equations, bond-graph model is proposed to represent
the quadrotor as the movement of a rigid body in SE(3) [81] in Fig.5.5. Fiq.5.6 presents
the dynamic properties of quadrotor’s movements. MTF element is used to express
the transform from the derivatives of Roll-Pitch-Yaw to rotation velocities (Eq. 5.21)
and calculate the rotation matrix R. Se element presents the effect of gravity. The
inputs, force and torques, are set in matrix form. Height_Matrix block, created in
K block, is needed for taking the force value along z-direction while Torques_Matrix
block, created in K block is used for taking torques from ForceTorques matrix input.
The content of EulerEquations block is presented in Fig. 5.5, which is the bond-graph
model of Eq. 5.17 and 5.18.
Fig. 5.7 presents the control system with some controller blocks and dynamic model.
AngularErrorCalculation block computes the exactly error of rotation based on the
current rotation matrix and the desired rotation matrix. Force_Ref is used for
calculating the values of guiding vectors. AttitudeController calculates the desired-
torques control signal based on the rotation error calculation. Mixer block is used for
converting control signals (force and torques) into matrix sending to QuadrotorModel
block.
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Figure 5.5: The bond graphs of rigid body both translating and rotating in 3D space
Figure 5.6: Quadrotor dynamic model in 20Sim
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Figure 5.7: The control system of quadrotor in 20Sim
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5.3 Simulation Results
5.3.1 Test in 20Sim
Following table shows the simulation parameters obtained at [82]. In addition, as the
position tracking error can provide some negative values which makes the bref3 vector
not direct on positive Z direction w.r.t {E} frame. Quadrotor in this case will rotate
180 degree of Pitch. To prevent this case, we set the threshold value for F’s elements.
In simulation, the drag force and torques are negligible. The reference values for Roll
- Pitch angles are always set to be zero.
Table 5.2: Some specifications of the simulation
Parameters Unit Value Parameters Unit Value
m kg 0.82 KΩ 1
d m 0.29 KR 2
Ixx kg.m
2 0.0081 Kr 1.1
Iyy kg.m
2 0.0081 Kv 1.1
Izz kg.m
2 0.0162 ω rad / s 0.5
XOrigin m 0.0 radius m 1.0
YOrigin m 0.0 slope 1 / s 0.1
start_time s 1
The desired values of position X, Y and Z according to t time is as in the following
equations:
Circle =

XCircle = XOrigin + radius · sin(ω · t)
YCircle = YOrigin + radius · cos(ω · t)
ZCircle = 0
(5.22)
Spiral =

XSpiral = XOrigin + radius · sin(ω · t)
YSpiral = YOrigin + radius · cos(ω · t)
ZSpiral = slope·ramp(start_time)
(5.23)
The proposed controller is tested with many cases:
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• Simulation I (Fig. 5.8): tests with step input to reach a desired position [1; 1; 1]
in ideal environment.
• Simulation II (Fig. 5.9): tests tracking 2D circular trajectory in ideal environ-
ment. The desired heading angle is set to be zero.
• Simulation III (Fig. 5.10): tests tracking 3D spiral trajectory in ideal environ-
ment. The desired heading angle is set to be zero.
• Simulation IV (Fig. 5.11): tests tracking 3D spiral trajectory with gaussian
noise. The gaussian noise is produced by SignalGenerator − GaussianNoise
block with following parameters: amplitude = 0.01; seed = 0.0; frequency =
10.0{Hz}. The desired heading angle is set to be zero.
Figure 5.8: Simulation I reaching the desired position [1;1;1]
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Figure 5.9: Results of simulation II
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Figure 5.10: Results of simulation III
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Figure 5.11: Results of simulation IV
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These simulations I, II and III focus on the desired position without changing the
heading (Yaw angle is kept zero). In simulation I, quadrotor can reach and hover
about a position [1; 1; 1] after 3 seconds. In simulation II and simulation III, quadro-
tor can track the desired trajectory. Quadrotor is begun at the initial position which
is far from the desired trajectory. In 5 seconds, the controller produces efforts mak-
ing quadrotor fly closed to the desired trajectory. After that, quadrotor keeps track
of the desired trajectory. The performance shows that the proposed controller can
enable quadrotor for aggressive trajectory tracking. Simulation IV shows the tra-
jectory tracking with additional Gaussian noise. The controller is tested in noisy
environment. The noise is considered as the effects of aerodynamic forces and winds.
Working in noisy condition, the controller can keep quadrotor tracking the desired
spiral trajectory. For discussion, the thesis has applied bond-graph modeling method
and geometric control theory into controlling quadrotor. Applying geometric control,
the thesis can overcome some linear approximation steps for controller design and
preserve geometric dynamic properties of quadrotor.
Generally, geometric control theory is applied in order to overcome the nonlinearity
of quadrotor’s dynamic model. Geometric control handles nonlinearity by processing
the input signals of the controller and defining the exact errors of rotational matrix.
Compared to previous PID controller design [81, 59], the thesis decreases the number
of chosen parameters (four parameters of the controller: Kr, Kv, KR and KΩ).
5.3.2 Test in Robot Operating System (ROS)
The VT&R system is developed in ROS with Gazebo simulator. After verifying the
performance of the nonlinear geometric control in 20Sim, the controller is implemented
into ROS system in order to integrate with other parts (Fig. 1.2) in route-following
applications. Fig. 5.12 presents testing trajectory control of quadrotor in ROS before
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applying into VT&R system. The video can be located at youtu.be/s5JLUR1HaXw.
In the first 20s, quadrotor needs to generate enough forces to take off, which produces
overshoot response in tracking errors. Then, quadrotor can perform trajectory control
to follow the desired trajectory. The integration with other parts in VT&R system
has been presented in chapter 4 with experiment V and VI.
Figure 5.12: Test the nonlinear geometric controller in ROS
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Chapter 6
Conclusion and Future Work
6.1 Conclusion
The thesis has developed qualitative VT&R technique on quadrotor aerial vehicle
in order to navigate in GPS-denied environment. The proposed design of VT&R
aerial system is constructed using three different components: self-localization, quali-
tative motion control command developed on Funnel Lane theory, and controller using
nonlinear geometric control. Firstly, three methods of self-localization technique are
proposed to improve the performance of estimating the current segment of quadrotor.
Utilizing the relation between spatial distance and the size of SURF feature, method
II and method III show better self-localization than method I. Method II produces
insignificantly better self-localization than method III but shows some disadvantages
at the uniformity of the probability distribution. Secondly, qualitative motion control
command part is developed on Funnel Lane theory to decrease the computational cost
and to reach the simpler form of motion control command calculation. Qualitative
motion control commands are calculated by funnel-lane 3D motion control algorithm.
Lastly, nonlinear geometric control is applied into the controller of the quadrotor.
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Attitude control of quadrotor is performed on directly computing errors of rotation
matrix, which helps to overcome some assumptions in traditional quadrotor controller.
The proposed design of VT&R aerial system is implemented on ROS for simulation
and realtime experiments with Ar.Drone quadrotor aerial vehicle. When combining
three parts together and testing in different experimental scenarios, quadrotor can
show the ability to follow the desired route. The applications of the proposed tech-
nique are visual-homing when quadrotor is working with other ground vehicles, as
well as visual-guiding in GPS-denied environment. When developing and implement-
ing VT&R technique to navigate Ar.Drone quadrotor follow the desired route, the
experiments reveal some disadvantages and challenges, which are defined as follows:
• Vulnerable to ambient lighting: In the replaying phase, navigation is performed
by the similarity between the current image and the reference images such as
landmark features. The changes of ambient lighting can adversely affect the
calculation of the matched features, that can make the VT&R system fail. The
works, presented in [49, 2], use KLT features in indoor environment with the
assumption of trivial changes of lighting conditions between the learning phase
and the replaying phase. However, KLT features are sensitive to the changes
in ambient lighting. When the results of feature matching technique are not
accurate and stable enough for localization, the navigation can not control the
quadrotor along the desired route. To address this issue, the thesis proposes to
use SURF features in order to have more reliable matched features for naviga-
tion. If the lighting condition significantly changes such as night and day, the
improvement to use more effective system of sensors is necessary. The use of
LIDAR system [41] on ground vehicle has been proved to overcome some of the
problems. Nevertheless, using LIDAR system is limited for quadrotor, which
has limitation of payload.
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• Dynamic environment: The experiments are performed with the assumption of
static environment. In reality, the work site of the vehicle can be a dynamic
environment. The appearance, disappearance and movement of temporarily
physical parts surrounding or on the desired route (humans, other vehicles,
furniture, and doors) can lead to the failure of the VT&R system. However, the
use of SURF features for navigation somewhat overcomes the issue. Features
representing the landmarks of the temporarily physical parts will not be matched
with SURF features on the reference images. These unwanted features can be
used for obstacle avoidance in the appearance-based controller. Utilizing the
method, proposed in the work [68], the quadrotor can have ability to detect
and avoid unexpected obstacles in the relaying phase. Combining the SURF
features of the obstacle with the technique of template matching, the method
can estimate the position of obstacle. However, the avoiding step is still limited
in 2D performance, which needs to be extended for 3D performance.
• Memory Consumption: The structure of VT&R system requires considerable
memory to store the reference images of the desired route. The quality and
quantity of the reference images decide the size of required memories. Hence,
an effective method to store and update the database of the desired route is also
needed. Due to the limitation of Ar.Drone quadrotor hardware, the thesis does
not attempt to store the database of the desired route onboard, which removes
the independent operations of VT&R technique. However, this problem can
be easily overcome by the additional flight recorder onto Ar.Drone quadrotor
hardware [3] or using other models of quadrotor. On the other hand, for practical
applications, the VT&R does not need to store the whole set of reference images.
Storing the SURF features and its descriptors is enough to perform feature
matching technique.
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• How are many reference images are enough to represent the desired route?: A
number of reference images decide the requirement of memory, as well as partly
influence the long distance of traveling. The curve route requires more reference
images than the straight route. When processing with the four databases, the
thesis chooses the reference images so that the length of the segment is at-least
1m and the qualitative difference between IRefs image and the I
Ref
s+1 image is
sufficient to localize. In the initial works of the thesis [79, 49], the segments of
the desired route are divided basing on a number of matched features between
the IRefs image and the I
Ref
s+1 image. This method is appropriate to apply for
practical applications because the quadrotor does not need to remember all
images feedback. However, the way to chose the threshold value for declaring a
new segment or for remembering the reference image is challenging because of
the rotational motions and drifts of quadrotor.
• The influence of the errors of controller response: Initial experiments [49] with
PID controller reveal the problems of the controller. The overshoot of perfor-
mance and the vulnerability in noisy environments motivates the study of ad-
vanced control strategies for the quadrotor. The nonlinear geometric controller
can satisfy the requirement of VT&R system with simpler calculation and in-
expensive computational cost. However, the performance of the controller still
has overshoot because of the chosen parameters of control gains.
• The position errors in route following: In VT&R technique, the navigation and
control are basing on the reference images. Therefore, the achieved accuracy of
the system is not more significant than the other strategy with VICON motion
capture system [5, 31, 32, 33]. However, these errors are acceptable in exploring
and searching-and-rescuing missions.
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• The optimal combination between feature detection and feature descriptor for
matching: In the thesis, SURF features are detected in the current image and
the reference images. Feature matching between images is performed by BRIEF
descriptors. Basing on the experiments, this combination can satisfy the re-
quirements of the system, but maybe not optimal combination. The optimal
combination becomes interesting topic to study in the future work.
6.2 Future Work
In order to increase the stability and reliability of the VT&R system for practical ap-
plications, additional parts such as obstacle avoidance, memory management will be
developed. Obstacle avoidance and path planning will handle the unexpected appear-
ance of obstacles on the desired route in the replaying phase. Memory management
is to effectively manage and adaptively update the database of the desired route in
dynamic environment. Path planning shows potential to develop in case of multiple
databases, which allows many ways to reach destination. In addition, the ROS system
should be redesigned to enable onboard processing and fully autonomous applications.
One of the reason for the failure of the VT&R system is the changes of the work-
ing environment between the learning phase and the replaying phase. It requires
another effective fusion of numerous sensors and advanced navigating calculation to
help quadrotor working in dynamic environment but still satisfies the limitation of
quadrotor’s payload. The navigation on Funnel Lane theory can be extended for the
case of bottom camera.
The study of nonlinear geometric control theory opens potential research projects.
The error calculation on rotation matrix simplifies the structure of the quadrotor
controller as well as enables computational resources for other computations, which
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can help to improve the performance of the quadrotor controller. The current ge-
ometric controller can be improved by better methods for tuning controller gains.
Additional estimations or observers have potentials to study in order to improve the
accuracy of position control.
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